[S100A4 , MACC - 1 , REG - 4 - promising biomarkers of metastasis in cancers].
Metastasis is one of the key steps in cancer, which is exposed to a large group of patients diagnosed with malignancy. Initiating the process of metastasis is to move the epithelial - mesenchymal cells wherein the cancer cells by blood and lymph vessels, penetrate to distant sites of the body to form secondary foci. Cancer biomarkers are group of molecules (typically proteins) secreted mainly by tumor cells themselves having use in diagnosis of cancer, determining the length of survival in patients or in the assessment of the body's response to treatment. Studies on the search for new cancer biomarkers are conducted nowadays more intensively. Examples of such molecules include S100A4, MACC1 or REG4, proteins, where elevated level in the body is associated primarily with the process of metastasis. Article briefly characterized above particles, presenting the most important functions performed by them in the body, thus drawing attention to the potential therapeutic use of these proteins.